Introduction
============

The human Y chromosome, with its unique genetic features, is a useful tool for investigating many issues regarding a wide range of fields including forensic science ([@msu155-B24]), human population genetics ([@msu155-B57]), medical genetics ([@msu155-B29]), and the analysis of the dynamics of fundamental evolutionary mechanisms of the human genome ([@msu155-B6]; [@msu155-B43]; [@msu155-B45]; [@msu155-B56]). Therefore, understanding its evolutionary patterns and which molecular mechanisms may affect its genetic variability is a primary topic in human evolutionary genetics.

Human sex chromosomes evolved from a pair of recombining autosomes through the suppression of meiotic recombination ([@msu155-B3]). It has been hypothesized that the suppression of recombination between proto-sex chromosomes did not occur in a single evolutionary event, but in multiple steps ([@msu155-B30]; [@msu155-B44]). Studies based on sequence divergence between X--Y gametologous (formerly allelic) regions indicate that at least five distinct events of crossing-over suppression have occurred ([@msu155-B44]). The regions of the sex chromosomes that stopped recombining at different time points are called "evolutionary strata." Average X--Y nucleotide divergence differs significantly among strata and a lower sequence similarity corresponds to a greater elapsed time since the sequences have ceased to recombine ([@msu155-B44]). The oldest stratum was generated in the stem lineage of Theria 166--148 Ma ([@msu155-B5]; [@msu155-B58]; [@msu155-B27]), whereas the youngest stratum originated only 30 Ma and it retains a high X--Y sequence similarity (∼95%; [@msu155-B44]; [@msu155-B20]). On the human X chromosome, the evolutionary strata are arranged in a linearly decreasing order starting from the subtelomeric portion of the short arm. On the Y chromosome, various structural rearrangements have led to the loss of physical continuity between the elements of each stratum ([@msu155-B53]; [@msu155-B44]).

It has long been recognized that meiotic recombination between human sex chromosomes occurs within short telomeric portions, known as pseudoautosomal regions (PARs), which mark the boundaries of a male-specific region (MSY) comprising 95% of the entire chromosome. The MSY is composed of three classes of sequences: X-transposed, X-degenerate, and ampliconic ([@msu155-B53]). The X-transposed regions originated from an X-to-Y transposition 4.7 Ma ([@msu155-B44]). The X-degenerate sequences are remnants of the proto-sex chromosomes and contain all the evolutionary strata. The ampliconic sequences are mainly composed of eight palindromic structures (termed P1--P8), each of which consist in two highly similar intrachromosomal inverted paralogs (or "arms") separated by a nonduplicated spacer sequence. Palindromic sequences show an arm-to-arm nucleotide identities \>99.9%, due to frequent Y--Y gene conversion events ([@msu155-B47]). Gene conversion (i.e., the unidirectional transfer of genetic information from a "donor" sequence to a highly similar "acceptor") always initiates by DNA double-strand breaks (DSB) and the genetic transfer can occur between allelic sequences or between highly similar (identity \> 90%) nonallelic sequences located on the same or on different chromosomes ([@msu155-B9]).

The view that MSY is a genetically isolated region has been recently dismissed due to the discovery that X-to-Y gene conversion may occur in humans ([@msu155-B45]; [@msu155-B14]; [@msu155-B56]). Despite increasing evidence indicating X--Y concerted evolution ([@msu155-B45]; [@msu155-B23]; [@msu155-B56]; [@msu155-B16]; [@msu155-B37]), the study of the dynamics of this molecular mechanism in humans is still in its infancy, and the pervasiveness of X--Y gene conversion in the evolution of human sex chromosomes has yet to be exhaustively explored. A history of gene conversion between paralogous (or gametologous) sequences can be easily detected by examining a four-way alignment of paralogous (or gametologous) and orthologous regions from two closely related species ([@msu155-B38]; [@msu155-B28]). In the absence of conversion, the pattern of nucleotide variation should be dominated by differences between paralogs if duplicated regions originated before speciation. Conversely, if gene conversion was/is active, paralogous sequences should be more similar to each other than to the orthologous ones.

The purpose of this study is to determine how pervasive X--Y gene conversion has been within the youngest evolutionary stratum of human sex chromosomes. To this end, we used an inter- and intraspecies sequence-diversity-based approach. By comparing human X- and Y-specific sequences with their orthologs from chimpanzees, we identified several narrow regions that show a strong signature of historical X--Y concerted evolution. To evaluate whether these regions have also been affected by X-to-Y gene conversion in recent human evolution, we resequenced them in a number of Y chromosome haplogroups that represent an ample range of worldwide human MSY diversity, whereas the role of Y-to-X conversion was investigated using publicly available X chromosome single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data. Recent X--Y gene conversion events may be recognized by the switch of GSVs (gametologous sequence variants) from the Y (or X)-specific state to that observed on the gametologous base on the X (or Y) chromosome ([@msu155-B45]; [@msu155-B56]; see Materials and Methods). We identified signals of active X--Y recent gene conversion in at least ten of the regions that show signatures of historical concerted evolution.

Results
=======

Four-Way Sequences Alignment of Humans and Chimpanzees Sex Chromosomes
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To identify regions that may have undergone historical gene conversion events within MSY, we first extracted a human X-linked region of approximately 1 Mb (ChrX: 2699520--3689259; GRCh37/hg19) known to be characterized by a high X--Y similarity (evolutionary stratum 5 on the X chromosome in [@msu155-B44], which corresponds to stratum 9 in [@msu155-B39]), and searched for gametologous regions on the human Y chromosome and for orthologous regions on the chimpanzee sex chromosomes. We were able to retrieve a total of about 0.5 Mb of human X-linked sequences (456,564 bp; 46.12% of the total extracted sequence), which align with both the human Y chromosome and the chimpanzee sex chromosomes.

To compare the human X- and Y-specific sequences with orthologs from chimpanzees, a four-way sequence alignment was performed. As expected, the overall pattern of nucleotide diversity was dominated by differences between X and Y chromosomes in one species (S-sites) or in both species (N-sites) ([fig. 1](#msu155-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, we also identified a total of 266 bivariant sites in which the same nucleotide is shared by the two gametologous sequences of each species (type-C sites; [fig. 1](#msu155-F1){ref-type="fig"}). These sites may arise through two possible mechanisms: Two independent mutations at the same gametologous site on the X and Y chromosomes of one species or through gene conversion between sex chromosomes ([@msu155-B38]; [fig. 1](#msu155-F1){ref-type="fig"}). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.(*A*) Possible variant sites within a four-way alignment of the orthologous and gametologous sequences from human and chimpanzee sex chromosomes. Different types of sites are shown: C, C-site or conversion site; N, N-site or nonconversion site; S, S-site (or Singleton); M, multiple mutation site; W, other complex site. Invariant sites are not shown. Classification according to [@msu155-B28]. (*B*) Different molecular mechanisms for the formation of variable sites. A type-S site may arise if a mutation occurs in one sex chromosome after human--chimpanzee speciation, whereas an N-site may be generated by a mutation occurring before speciation. If a gene conversion event involves a type-N nucleotide, it generates an S-site, whereas a conversion of an S-site may generate a C-nucleotide or an invariant site depending on the direction of conversion. M- and W-sites may arise only with multiple mutational events.

Following closer and more detailed analysis, C-sites did not appear to be equally distributed, about half of them (126/266) being restricted to 19 C-site-enriched regions (CERs) (≥4 C-sites/kb; hereafter referred to as CER1--19), which cover a total of 13.4 kb (2.9% of the aligned sequences) ([table 1](#msu155-T1){ref-type="table"}). Assuming a uniform distribution for the C-sites, this observation indicates a significant excess (*P* = 1.0 × 10^−7^) of the observed number of CERs ([supplementary fig. S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online) within the alignment. Table 1.C-Site-Enriched Regions.CER ID*Homo sapiens*[^a^](#msu155-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}*Pan troglodytes*[^a^](#msu155-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}*L*[^b^](#msu155-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}C-SitesN-SitesS-Sites[^c^](#msu155-TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}ChrXChrYChrXChrYS~HY~S~PY~S~HX~S~PX~CER13679860--36804607091216--70918143675948--367654622898996--2289959360140100300CER23671777--36727077096711--70976413667630--366855822893085--228940139311106663CER33603266--36040047163099--71638623593349--359411022826827--2282758477698158114CER43600301--36017257165484--71669413590386--359180622823805--228252231,4587531857CER53596033--35963817168440--71687823585803--358614922821952--228222983514027100CER63594322--35948337169931--71704423584088--358459722820296--22820805493517439CER73591725--35930077171778--71730593581500--358277722817686--228189621,283858122210CER83559783--35601847208985--7209385AACZ03178410_random: 258--65722781358--22781750402405301CER93533911--35343997234931--72354193537792--353827622753816--22754299489402742CER103529192--35305037239647--72409563532811--353412022748581--227498811,321815281878CER113525449--35258767246240--72466703529302--352972722742867--2274327144140516226CER123455115--34555417319098--73195263454452--345487822663835--22664261429803382CER133436059--34369077333693--73345593435069--343591722643731--22644600884106081192CER143362952--33635237418498--74192443353968--335472122552803--225535557576028282CER153278881--327895314051551--14051623GL393313_random: 318610--31868224848003--2484807573411014CER163092315--309294014295656--14296272GL393313_random: 140911--14152422203042--2220365662782112300CER172842671--284350414483248--144840672842671--284350417463306--17464121884120141200CER182841823--284247714484255--144849082833742--283439317464311--174649626554229516CER192837016--283754414490130--144906612830934--283146317470174--174707035356042684*Stratum* 5[^d^](#msu155-TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}3457797--34648217311695--73187443485445--349252022664624--226716237,498262544552527[^2][^3][^4][^5]

Pattern of Interspecies Sequence Diversity within CERs
------------------------------------------------------

In theory, either a double mutation or X--Y gene conversion could generate a C-site within a four-way alignment of duplicated regions in two closely related species. If X--Y conversion has acted on a CER, we should observe a higher number of type-C nucleotides than what would be expected by chance. To shed light on this issue, we applied the statistical test reported by [@msu155-B38] to each of the 19 CERs identified. The null hypothesis is set so that the observed pattern of C-sites could be explained without gene conversion when the effects of multiple independent mutations are taken into account.

For all the 19 CERs, the four-way alignment is shown in [supplementary figure S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online. For each of these regions the number of type-C and type-N sites was counted, and the expected number of C-sites assuming no gene conversion was calculated ([table 2](#msu155-T2){ref-type="table"}). The number of expected type-C nucleotides was found to be always less than one except in one case (CER14), whereas the observed number ranged from 4 to 12. In each region, the number of observed C-sites is always significantly higher than what would be expected under the hypothesis of C-sites generated by double independent mutations ([table 2](#msu155-T2){ref-type="table"}). These findings strongly support a history of X--Y gene conversion in the evolution of these sequences in at least one of the two species. Table 2.Testing for Gene Conversion in CERs.CER ID*L*[^a^](#msu155-TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}Observed C-SitesExpected C-Sites*P*Proportion of C-Sites (PC)Tree Shape[^b^](#msu155-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}Evidence for Conversion[^c^](#msu155-TF7){ref-type="table-fn"}Evidence for Conversion by SD Analysis[^d^](#msu155-TF8){ref-type="table-fn"}HsaPtrCER160140.431 × 10^−3^1((((Xp,Yp),Yh),Xh),Xo)NoYesYesCER2931110.28\<10^−12^1((Xp,Yp),(Yh,Xh),Xo)YesYesYesCER377690.591.5 × 10^−8^0.53((Xp,Yp),(Yh,Xh),Xo)YesYesYesCER41,45870.541.6 × 10^−6^0.58((((Xp,Yp),Xh),Yh),Xo)NoYesYesCER535140.271.8 × 10^−4^1(((Xp,Yp),Xh,Yh),Xo)NoYesNoCER649350.291.3 × 10^−5^0.83((((Xh,Yh),Yp),Xp),Xo)YesNoYesCER71,28380.484.7 × 10^−8^0.61((((Xp,Yp),Yh),Xh),Xg)NoYesYesCER840240.081.79 × 10^−6^1((((Xp,Yp),Xh),Yh),Xo)NoYesYesCER948940.152 × 10^−5^1((Xp,Yp),(Yh,Xh),Xg)YesYesYesCER101,32180.411.46 × 10^−8^0.35((((Yp,Yh),Xh),Xp),Xg)NoNoYesCER1144140.593.3 × 10^−3^1((((Yp,Xp),Yh),Xh),Xo)NoYesYesCER1242980.321.8 × 10^−9^1((Xp,Yp),(Xh,Yh),Xo)YesYesYesCER13884100.423.2 × 10^−11^0.14((Yh,Yp),(Xh,Xp),Xo)NoNoYesCER1475761.251.8 × 10^−3^1((((Xp,Yp),Yh),Xh),Xg)NoYesNoCER157340.4511.2 × 10^−3^0.8((Xp,Yp),(Xh,Yh),Xo)YesYesYesCER1662780.884.13 × 10^−6^0.8((((Xp,Yp),Yh),Xh),Xo)NoYesYesCER17884120.5\<10^−12^1((((Xp,Yp),Yh),Xh),Xo)NoYesYesCER1865540.162.7 × 10^−5^0.15((((Yp,Yh),Xh),Xp),Xg)NoNoYesCER1953560.593.4 × 10^−5^1((Xp,Yp),(Xh,Yh),Xo)YesYesYes*Stratum* 5[^e^](#msu155-TF9){ref-type="table-fn"}7,49820.519.3 × 10^−2^3 × 10^−2^((Yh,Yp),(Xh,Xp),Xg)NoNoNo[^6][^7][^8][^9][^10]

To evaluate the extent of gene conversion in these regions, we computed the proportion of C-sites compared with N-sites (PC values; [@msu155-B28]). With few exceptions, the number of C-sites largely exceeds the number of N-sites, and, overall, PC values are high ([table 2](#msu155-T2){ref-type="table"}). This finding highlights the pervasive role of gene conversion in shaping sequence diversity of these regions.

Interspecies Phylogenetic Analysis of CERs
------------------------------------------

Suppression of recombination within the youngest X--Y stratum vastly predates the human--chimpanzee split. Thus, in absence of X--Y homogenization, a phylogeny comprising both gametologous and orthologous sequences is expected to be dominated by a clustering of orthologs. On the other hand, if gene conversion has been active, we would expect to see clustering of gametologs. In order to examine the phylogenetic history of CERs, a neighbor-joining (NJ) analysis ([@msu155-B48]) of these regions was performed. We also constructed a phylogenetic tree (in newick format, [table 2](#msu155-T2){ref-type="table"}) for a non-CER fragment of about 7 kb of the alignment, which likely represents the evolutionary history of the entire evolutionary stratum in absence of gene conversion. The inspection of the tree shape for each CER ([table 2](#msu155-T2){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary fig. S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online) showed a clustering of paralogous sequences in all but three cases (CER10, CER13, and CER18). Six blocks (CER2, CER3, CER9, CER12, CER15, and CER19) showed a clustering of gametologous sequences in humans and chimpanzees, which strongly suggests that gene conversion has occurred in both species. Ten CERs showed clustering of gametologous sequences for either of the two species, only one of which (CER6) showed evidence of past X--Y conversion in humans ([table 2](#msu155-T2){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary fig. S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online). The three blocks that did not show phylogenetic signals of X--Y homogenization in the NJ tree are also the CERs with the lowest PC values ([table 2](#msu155-T2){ref-type="table"}).

To further explore the molecular relationships among gametologous regions, we performed a split decomposition analysis ([@msu155-B22]), which displays phylogenetic conflicting signals as a reticulated structure. A reticulation may be generated by various molecular mechanisms, such as recurrent mutations or gametologous gene conversion. The presence of a reticulation at the center of the network was observed for almost all the CERs ([supplementary fig. S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online). No reticulation was observed in CER5 and CER14, which, on the other hand, showed tight clustering for the chimpanzee sequences within the phylogeny. This could be the consequence of strong X--Y gene conversion, which may have completely eradicated conflicting signals of gametologous/orthologous relationships.

Distribution of CERs within Human Sex Chromosomes
-------------------------------------------------

The CERs seem to be unevenly distributed on the human sex chromosomes. Out of the 19 blocks, 12 lie within the two active genes *PRKX* and *ARSD* on the X chromosome and their gametologous pseudogenes (*PRKY* and *ARSDP*) on the Y chromosome ([figs. 2](#msu155-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#msu155-F3){ref-type="fig"}, [supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online). The remaining seven CERs were found in intergenic regions, with CER1 and CER2 adjacent (∼40 kb) to the 5′-end of the *PRKX*/*PRKY* genes ([figs. 2](#msu155-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#msu155-F3){ref-type="fig"}). We next investigated whether there is a tendency of CERs to cover exonic sequences on the X chromosome. Four of the nine hotspots within the *PRKX* gene totally cover four different exons and one CER partially covers the 3′-UTR of the gene ([fig. 2](#msu155-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online). This results in a significant excess (*P* \< 10^−4^, chi-square test) of exonic sequences covered by CERs. This finding suggests that functional differentiation between gametologous genes involved in gene conversion can be erased or functionality could be destroyed. The evolutionary cost of this may be counterbalanced by the beneficial effects of gene-conversion-mediated repair of DSBs (see Discussion). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.Distribution of CERs on the human X chromosome: (*A*) Schematic representation of the X chromosome. (*B*) The different tracks report the following features (from top to bottom): Scale bar; genomic coordinates from the GRCh37 human genome reference sequence; regions of the X chromosomes used for the four-way alignment position of CERs (red: CERs involved in recent X-to-Y gene conversion); previously known X--Y gene conversion hotspots (in green, *ARSDP* and HSA hotspots); UCSC genes. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.Distribution of CERs on the human Y chromosome: (*A*) Schematic representation of the Y chromosome. (*B*) The different tracks report the following features (from top to bottom): Scale bar; genomic coordinates from the GRCh37 human genome reference sequence; regions of the X chromosomes used for the four-way alignment position of CERs (red: CERs involved in recent X-to-Y gene conversion); previously known X--Y gene conversion hotspots (in green, *ARSDP* and HSA hotspots); UCSC genes (the *ARSDP* position is inferred by BLAT analysis). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.SNPs identified in the sequenced regions. To the left, a simplified version of the Y-chromosome tree showing the phylogenetic relationships of the chromosomes analyzed ([@msu155-B26]; [@msu155-B50]). SNP names and CER numbers are given at the top and at the bottom, respectively. Square colors represent the allelic state for each SNP: White, ancestral allele; red, the SNP has arisen in an X--Y GSV and the derived state is equal to the gametologous base on the X; and green, the SNP has arisen in an identical site between X and Y; ×-marked squares, missing data SNPs V288 and V289 are in regions that do not align with any region of the X chromosome (see [table 3](#msu155-T3){ref-type="table"}).

Pattern of Intraspecies Genetic Diversity within CERs of the Human MSY
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether the gametologous sequences have also been engaged in X-to-Y gene conversion during recent human evolution, we studied the genetic diversity of the human Y chromosome for 17 of the gene conversion hotspots identified through the interspecies comparison. CER2 was not resequenced because its genetic diversity has been previously described ([@msu155-B45]; [@msu155-B14]). CER4 has not been sequenced due to the failure of primer activity in polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification.

Overall, 16 kb of the MSY was resequenced, including CERs and surrounding regions ([supplementary table S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online), in 68 chromosomes representing different haplogroups of the Y phylogeny ([fig. 4](#msu155-F4){ref-type="fig"}). We found a total of 52 SNPs and 2 indel polymorphisms (V337 and V327) ([table 3](#msu155-T3){ref-type="table"}). Seven of these SNPs (V270, V274, V275, V300, V329, V332, and V335) correspond to SNPs, which are present in the build 137 of the Single Nucleotide Polymorphism database (dbSNP). The nucleotide diversity for the entire region was estimated as *π* = 2.3 ± 0.2 × 10^−4^, a slightly higher value than previously observed for the MSY ([@msu155-B52]; [@msu155-B56]). Table 3.List of Y-Polymorphisms Identified in This Study.**SNPY-Position**[**^a^**](#msu155-TF10){ref-type="table-fn"}**MutationChrX**[**^b^**](#msu155-TF11){ref-type="table-fn"}**Haplogroup**[**^c^**](#msu155-TF12){ref-type="table-fn"}**CERsdbSNPBuild 137**V2907091768A to TAA3b-M1141---V3357163481C to TCE1b1a1-M23rs9785813V3367163514A to TAA3a-M28---V3377163703Del TAGInsE1b1c-M329---V3017169816C to TCA2-M66---V3027169899C to TCDE---V318.17170441A to CCE1b1a1g1a\*-M290\*---V318.27170441A to CCE2b\*-M98\*---V3277171673Ins ACdelE1b1b1a\*-V68\*7---V3287171834G to TGJ1d-P56---V3297171957G to AGH1-M52rs35147341V3307172251C to GCB2b4b-M211---V3317172768G to AGB1\*-M236\*---V332.17173143G to AAE1b1a1a-M58rs9786714V332.27173143G to AAF2-IJ-Krs9786714V2837209376G to AGE1b1a1\*-M2\*8---V2847209401G to TGE1a\*-M33\*---V3347209078C to GCO2b-P49---V2977234782C to TCJ2-M1729---V2997235118C to ACB2b\*-M112\*---V3007235379G to AGA3b-M144rs35195174V3197239870C to T(C/T) rs145173948B2a1\*-M218\*10---V3207240836A to CAO-M175---V3397246397A to GAA1b-V14811---V2797319200T to CTE1b1b1b1-M3412---V2807319490C to TCA3b-M144---V2817319576A to CAA2-V218---V2827319580T to CTE1b1b1-M35---V3407333516A to GAR1b1a\*-V88\*13---V2917333543C to TCJ2b-M12---V2927334323T to CTO1a2-M50---V2937418611G to A(C/G) rs187021908F\*-M89\*14---V2947419117C to TCB2b3-M30---V2957419266G to AGA3a-M28---V2967419349G to CGA2-M6---V32114051677C to TCA2-M11415---V32214051686A to GGE\*-M96\*---V32314051820C to TCA3a-M28---V32414051832C to ACE1b1b1a1d-V65---V32514051863C to TTB2b4b-M211---V32614051913G to AGA3b1b-V11---V28514295658C to TCO-M17516---V28614295751C to GCC1-M8---V28714295977G to AGD2a1-M125---V28814296291G to ANAA3a-M28---V28914296306T to GNAB2a1a2a2a\*-P50\*---V27014482977G to CGA3-M3217rs34555243V27114483622T to CCC3c-M48---V27214483887A to CAB2b4b-M211---V33314483992G to CGO1a2-M50---V27314484106G to TGB1\*-M236\*---V27414484379A to CCI-M17018rs113822196V27514484394C to TTI\*-M170\*rs113686211V25714484596C to TCE1b1b1b-V257---V27614484897G to AGA2-T---V27714490108G to AGD2a1-M12519---[^11][^12][^13]

If gene conversion is operating between X--Y human sequences, we would expect 1) that the number of Y SNPs found in X--Y GSV sites is higher than expected by chance and 2) that the Y-linked derived allele (as inferred from the Y phylogeny) is the same as the gametologous site on the X. The observation of recurrent mutation in the Y phylogeny and shared X--Y polymorphisms are additional common outcomes of gametologous gene conversion. Overall, within the sequenced regions (16,014 bp), we counted a total of 658 GSVs and we found a significant excess of SNPs in GSVs (observed = 7, expected number = 2, *P* = 5.7 × 10^−3^) with the Y-linked derived allele corresponding to the gametologous base on the X chromosome. Two of the seven polymorphisms in X--Y GSVs are recurrent in the Y phylogeny ([table 3](#msu155-T3){ref-type="table"} and [fig. 4](#msu155-F4){ref-type="fig"}) and a single polymorphism (V319 in CER10; [table 3](#msu155-T3){ref-type="table"}) is shared between X and Y chromosomes. Overall, these findings suggest the involvement of X-to-Y gene conversion events in generating the observed diversity.

More specifically, signals of X-to-Y gene conversion were detected in five CERs (CER6, CER7, CER15, CER17, and CER18; [table 3](#msu155-T3){ref-type="table"} and [fig. 4](#msu155-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Within CER6, three SNPs were found, one of which (V318) occur in an X--Y GSV with the derived allele equal to the gametologous base on the X chromosome. Moreover, this mutation independently arose in E1b1a1g1\*-U209\* and E2b\*-M98\* haplogroups ([fig. 4](#msu155-F4){ref-type="fig"}). The presence of this single recurrent SNP results in an excess of mutations in GSV for this region (expected mutations in GSV = 0.1; P = 4.5 × 10^−3^). In CER7, we identified two independent mutations at a single X--Y GSV (V332) (expected mutations in GSV = 0.3; P = 2.8 × 10^−2^), which are recurrent in various phylogenetic contexts ([fig. 4](#msu155-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [table 3](#msu155-T3){ref-type="table"}). Out of six mutations identified in CER15, two (V322 and V325) overwrite the pre-existing differences between the gametologous regions (expected mutations in GSV = 0.2; *P* = 1.4 × 10^−2^). Within the CER17--CER18 contiguous regions, we found a total of nine SNPs ([table 3](#msu155-T3){ref-type="table"}), three of which (V271, V274, and V275) resulted in the homogenization of X--Y sequence differences (expected mutations in GSV = 0.35; *P* = 4.2 × 10^−3^).

Dynamics of X-to-Y Gene Conversion in Humans
--------------------------------------------

Following the criteria reported in [@msu155-B56], we counted a minimum of nine X-to-Y independent gene conversion events (considering that the recurrence of SNPs V318 and V332 was due to two independent conversions each) and calculated the maximum and minimum lengths of the observed conversion tracts in each hotspot region ([supplementary table S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online). The minimum observed tract length is always 1 bp as we observed no co-converted GSVs. The maximum gene-conversion tract, measured as the distance between the two nearest nonconverted GSVs flanking the converted site, ranges from 9 to 163 bp ([supplementary table S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online) with an average length of 47 bp. In principle, the mutational patterns observed within the Y-linked CERs could also be explained by X--Y double crossover. However, the most likely explanation remains X-to-Y gene conversion, due to the short length of the observed sequence changes ([@msu155-B9]).

We used the equation reported in [@msu155-B14] to calculate the X-to-Y gene conversion rate for each of the active hotspots described earlier ([supplementary table S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online). We obtained an average rate of X-to-Y gene conversion that ranges from a minimum of 1.8 × 10^−8^ to a maximum of 1.1 × 10^−6^ per base per generation (assuming a 25-year generation time) for the CERs involved in X-to-Y gene conversion ([supplementary table S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) and [fig. S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online). This is a clear underestimate of the real rate because X-to-Y conversion involving identical sites cannot be detected using this approach.

Our estimates ([supplementary table S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online) are lower than previously reported for other hotspots ([supplementary fig. S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online) ([@msu155-B14]). The lower value of the conversion rate is comparable to the MSY mutation rate ([@msu155-B18]; [@msu155-B35]; [@msu155-B41]; [@msu155-B51]), whereas the upper value is 1--2 orders of magnitude higher ([supplementary fig S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online).

Pattern of Intraspecies Genetic Diversity within CERs of the Human X Chromosome
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To understand the role of human Y-to-X gene conversion in X chromosome sequence evolution, we used publicly available SNPs data for the 19 X-linked CERs. Mining the information contained in the build 137 of the dbSNP, we identified a total of 69 SNPs and 3 indel polymorphisms ([supplementary table S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online) out of a total of 13,027 bp of the human X chromosome.

Similarly to X-to-Y gene conversion detection, if Y-to-X gene conversion is operating, we would expect 1) that the number of X-linked SNPs found in X--Y GSV sites is higher than expected by chance and 2) that the X-linked derived allele (as inferred using orthologous sequences) is the same as the gametologous site on the Y chromosome.

In total, within the X-linked sequences (which include CER2 and CER4 that were not analyzed for Y chromosome), we counted 432 GSVs and observed a significantly high number of SNPs in GSVs (observed = 16; expected number = 2.3; *P* \< 10^−6^) with the X-linked derived allele corresponding to the gametologous base on the Y chromosome. This would seem to indicate that Y-to-X gene conversion events are involved in the generation of the observed diversity.

More specifically, mutations in X--Y GSVs were detected in ten CERs (CER1--4, CER6, CER7, CER10, CER11, CER13, and CER19; [supplementary table S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online), with a significant excess of SNPs in X--Y GSVs in five of them (CER3, CER4, CER6, CER10, and CER11; [supplementary table S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online).

Discussion
==========

The major evolutionary feature of chromosomal sex-determination systems is the suppression of recombination between sex chromosomes in heterogametic sex, followed by the structural decay of the sex-specific chromosome ([@msu155-B16]). This is well illustrated by the evolutionary path of human sex chromosomes, which have evolved from a single pair of recombining autosomes that began to differentiate due to the arrest of meiotic recombination. It has been hypothesized that the process of sequence differentiation between sex chromosomes involved at least five successive events of crossing-over suppression, which generated discrete clusters (termed "evolutionary strata") with specific X--Y nucleotide differences depending on the time of recombination arrest ([@msu155-B30]; [@msu155-B44]). Recently, [@msu155-B39] developed an algorithm to identify different evolutionary strata on the X chromosome also for the regions without a Y chromosome counterpart. They identified a total of nine evolutionary strata on the X chromosome (four of them without a Y chromosome gametolog region) corresponding to as many crossing-over suppressions. A near perfect match was observed between stratum 5 (identified through XY sequence comparison by [@msu155-B44]) and stratum 9 (identified by [@msu155-B39]). Hereafter we will refer to this region as stratum 5, because no more than five strata may be recognized on the human Y chromosome.

For a long time, it was believed that recombination between human sex chromosomes was limited to PARs. In recent years, however, the idea that human MSY did not have an independent evolutionary history begun to emerge with the discovery that recombination, in the form of X-to-Y gene conversion, is active in some portions of this genomic region. To date, only three narrow (20--700 bp) regions of MSY have been found to be active X-to-Y gene conversion hotspots in humans ([@msu155-B45]; [@msu155-B14]; [@msu155-B56]). One hotspot lies within the *VCY* genes, in the P8 palindrome, whereas the other two hotspots are located in the evolutionary stratum 5: One in the *ARSDP* pseudogene ([@msu155-B56]; [@msu155-B37]) and the other (termed HSA) near the 5′-end of the *PRKY* ([@msu155-B49]; [@msu155-B45]; [@msu155-B14]). Moreover, using a phylogenetic approach, ancient episodes of X--Y conversion have been inferred in different primates within a 10-kb region of stratum 4 ([@msu155-B23]) and in Faelidae within *ZFX/ZFY* genes ([@msu155-B54]).

In this study, we demonstrate the existence of several X--Y gene conversion hotspots, highlighting that this molecular process can be effective in modulating the sequence landscape of sex chromosomes. More specifically, using human--chimpanzee sequence comparisons of the stratum 5, we identified 19 regions in which X--Y gene conversion has historically occurred. Furthermore, through intraspecific phylogenetic investigation, we found that at least six of these regions have undergone X-to-Y gene conversion during recent human evolution. We also found footprints of recent Y-to-X gene conversion in at least five CERs.

Our interspecies analyses were based on a four-way alignment of human and chimpanzee sex chromosomes. Within the alignment, based on the configuration of nucleotides, variable sites can be classified into several categories ([fig. 1](#msu155-F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*). As the separation of stratum 5 vastly predates human--chimpanzee speciation ([@msu155-B44]), one would expect, assuming no gene conversion, to observe a higher number of N-sites than S-sites and a similar number of singletons between orthologous chromosomes. An overrepresentation of S-sites on the Y chromosome relative to X chromosome is also expected given the higher mutation rate on the Y versus the X chromosome. Furthermore, we would expect to observe a low number of (or zero) C-sites and consequently very low PC values ([@msu155-B38]). This situation was observed for almost all the alignment. In [table 1](#msu155-T1){ref-type="table"}, there is an example of an uninterrupted 7-kb fragment of alignment, which is representative of stratum 5 ([tables 1](#msu155-T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#msu155-T2){ref-type="table"}) where 625 N-sites, 151 S-sites, and 2 C-sites were counted. The opposite can be seen for 19 narrow regions (CERs1--19, [table 1](#msu155-T1){ref-type="table"}) where the number of observed type-C nucleotide is always significantly higher than expected and PC values are overall very high ([table 2](#msu155-T2){ref-type="table"}). The most parsimonious explanation for this observation is that past gene conversion has played a role in shaping the genetic diversity of these regions in one or in both species. Gene conversion, together with the primary effect of increasing the number of C-sites and decreasing the number of N-sites, may either create or eliminate S-sites within the alignment ([fig. 1](#msu155-F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*). The pattern of variation of the S-sites within the four-way alignment ([table 1](#msu155-T1){ref-type="table"}) can be used to make some inferences about the species (chimpanzee or human) and the direction (X-to-Y or Y-to-X) in which prevalent (but not necessarily exclusive) historical conversion events occurred ([fig. 1](#msu155-F1){ref-type="fig"}). For example, a high number of singletons in the X chromosome of *Homo sapiens* (S~HX~, see [table 1](#msu155-T1){ref-type="table"}) may indicate prevalent Y-to-X gene conversion in the chimpanzee. This is well illustrated by the situation observed in CER1, in which no singletons were observed in the chimpanzee sex chromosomes, whereas, in humans, several singletons were counted with a three-time excess on the X-chromosome ([table 1](#msu155-T1){ref-type="table"}). In general, a sex chromosome of one species mostly acting as an "acceptor" sequence of gene conversion may result in an excess of singletons in the orthologous chromosome. We analyzed the pattern of variation of S-sites within CERs, and no clear evidence for preferential direction of conversion was observed for 11 blocks (CER2, CER6--13, CER15, and CER18). A preferential X-to-Y gene conversion may be hypothesized in CER4--5 (in chimpanzees) and CER19 (in humans), whereas preferential events in the opposite direction may be inferred in three regions (CER1, CER14, and CER16) in chimpanzees. No particular direction, but a prevalent gene conversion activity in chimpanzees, may be inferred for CER3 and CER17.

Two X--Y gene conversion hotspots (HSA and *ARSDP*) have been previously described within stratum 5 ([@msu155-B45]; [@msu155-B56]), but only one of them has been detected through the interspecific alignment analysis performed here. In fact, HSA overlaps CER2 in which nine C-sites were counted. Conversely, no C-sites were observed within the four-way alignment of the *ARSDP* hotspot previously reported. This fact highlights the possibility that some active hotspots may not be recognizable by analyzing the interspecies alignments. The lack of C-sites within the *ARSDP* hotspot may be probably due to a recent activation of X--Y conversion, which has not had enough time to accumulate an excess of C-sites.

By using an interspecific phylogenetic approach for each CER, we observed a tight clustering of gametologous sequences and/or conflicting evolutionary signals which would seem to indicate gametologous gene conversion. In particular, at least six CERs have had a history of X--Y exchange in both humans and chimpanzees ([table 2](#msu155-T2){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary fig. S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online). The existence of shared hotspots across the two species may suggest that their origin predates human--chimpanzee speciation, as already pointed out for the hotspot in the *VCY* genes ([@msu155-B56]). This finding adds to the previous body of evidence in favor of a longer lifespan of nonallelic homologous recombination (NAHR) hotspots compared with the allelic homologous recombination (AHR) ones. In fact, most AHR hotspots that have been detected in the human genome have been shown to not exist in the chimpanzee genome, which indicates a rapid turnover for them ([@msu155-B42]; [@msu155-B61]; [@msu155-B2]; [@msu155-B17]), whereas recent studies of NAHR in different primates have shown that these are often shared across evolutionarily distant primate species ([@msu155-B47]; [@msu155-B6]; [@msu155-B21]; [@msu155-B33]; [@msu155-B40]; [@msu155-B23]; [@msu155-B17]).

Gene conversion is a common outcome in recombination-mediated DSB repair processes. This molecular mechanism leads to the formation of a "Holliday junction" that can be resolved by either gene conversion or crossing-over. Therefore, the propensity to resolve DSB with X--Y gene conversion might result in a similar propensity for ectopic X--Y crossing-over. Comparing the positions of the CERs identified here to sites in which an illegitimate X--Y crossing-over has been previously described ([@msu155-B59]; [@msu155-B49]) made it possible to investigate the potential overlap between gene conversion hotspots and translocation hotspots. Through deletion mapping analysis, it was previously observed that abnormal X--Y interchange happens particularly frequently between X--Y gametologous regions harboring the *PRKX/PRKY* genomic loci ([@msu155-B49]), the same region in which we found more than half of the CERs. In particular, gene conversion hotspots CER2 and CER11 overlap two well-characterized *PRKX/PRKY* translocation hotspots (HSA and HSB, respectively), in which a high frequency of crossing-over (causing a human genomic disorder known as "sex reversal" \[46, XX males and 46, XY females\]) has been previously observed ([@msu155-B49]). Furthermore, almost all of the CERs identified in this study fall within regions in which at least one pathological illegitimate crossing-over between sex chromosomes has been reported ([supplementary table S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online). Although it is not possible to mark the exact point of X--Y translocation due to the low resolution of these studies ([@msu155-B59]; [@msu155-B49]), it is tempting to speculate that CERs well correlate with the chromosome breakpoints in which abnormal exchange occurred. This situation is similar to that observed by [@msu155-B31] within ampliconic sequences, where both crossover and noncrossover (gene conversion) pathways are active between Y chromosome palindrome arms. Y--Y crossing-over often results in isodicentric Y chromosomes indicating that interchromatid exchange has occurred ([@msu155-B31]). A model has been proposed in which Y--Y gene conversion may be useful in protecting Y chromosome against its evolutionary degradation ([@msu155-B7]; [@msu155-B47]; [@msu155-B11]; [@msu155-B34]; [@msu155-B4]; [@msu155-B19]), by facilitating the efficient removal of Y-linked deleterious alleles from the population. There is little obvious fitness cost for this process, as long as crossover events are rare ([@msu155-B31]). This model can be difficult to apply to X--Y gene conversion. In fact, most theories regarding the evolutionary differentiation of X and Y chromosomes posit that recombination between them will be costly because of functional differences between the X-linked and Y-linked gene copies. Sexually antagonistic alleles potentially drive recombination suppression, and these readily accumulate near male-specific regions or male-determining loci ([@msu155-B25]; [@msu155-B8]). For those genes where the optimal sequence is the same on the X and Y, gene conversion might be beneficial by aiding the removal of Y-linked deleterious mutations, yet many other genes might not fit this constraint, and for these, gene conversion would be costly, due to the introduction of deleterious variation from the X to the Y, or vice versa. However, it could be argued that, before DNA replication, no homologous sequences can be used by the "haploid" MSY and its gametologous counterpart to repair DSBs in males. So X--Y gene conversion may be the "extrema ratio" for the haploid male sequences to maintain their integrity. In this view, we can hypothesize that CERs may be regions of genomic instability and that gene conversion is the molecular pathway which repairs these regions.

By analyzing the intraspecific MSY diversity, we find here footprints of recent X-to-Y gene conversion in five human CERs (CER6, CER7, CER15, CER17, and CER18). Previous studies on the intraspecific diversity of HSA (overlapping CER2) have shown that this region is also involved in X--Y gene conversion ([@msu155-B45]; [@msu155-B14]), increasing to at least 6 the number of CERs involved in gene conversion in recent human evolution.

X-to-Y gene conversion rate estimates for the five CERs showing X--Y GSV homogenization range from a minimum mean value of 1.8 × 10^−8^ to a maximum of 1.1 × 10^−6^ conversion/base/generations. This rate is similar to that reported by [@msu155-B14] for HSA/CER2 and significantly lower than the value calculated for *VCY* ([supplementary fig. S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online) ([@msu155-B56]). In line with previous considerations, the higher rate estimated for *VCY* does not necessarily reflect a more intense gene conversion activity, but can be the consequence of multiple *VCX* sequences acting as donors. The four divergent donor sequences involved in *VCX-to-VCY* gene conversion ([@msu155-B56]) could be a continuous source of X--Y GSV, which would mean that X--Y differences will probably never be zero. Conversely, with only one donor sequence, conversion events can only decrease the number of GSVs.

Present estimates of X-to-Y gene conversion rate are considerably lower than that reported for Y--Y gene conversion ([@msu155-B47]; [@msu155-B19]), but similar or even much higher than recent estimates of MSY mutation rate ([@msu155-B18]; [@msu155-B35]; [@msu155-B41]; [@msu155-B51]). Thus, although the present estimates are based on relatively small data sets, it is clear that X-to-Y gene conversion can be highly effective in increasing the level of diversity among human Y chromosomes, although this effect is restricted to the X--Y GSV sites.

The gene-conversion-tract lengths here observed (mean maximum tract length across sites: 47 bp) are comparable with those previously obtained for other X-to-Y gene conversion hotspots: 118 bp at HSA ([@msu155-B14]), 95 bp at *VCX/VCY* ([@msu155-B56]), and 64 bp in the *ARSDP* pseudogene ([@msu155-B37]). These figures are in the range of ectopic gene-conversion-tract lengths for autosomal hotspots (see [@msu155-B9] for a review). The tract length similarity observed for autosomic and nonautosomic ectopic gene conversion may indicate a similar molecular mechanism regardless of the chromosomal context in which it occurs. The existence of such pervasive X-to-Y gene conversion raises serious questions about the use of SNPs as stable markers in the construction of the phylogenetic tree of the Y chromosome and their use in forensic applications. Events of gene conversion can produce phylogenetically incoherent SNPs creating the same derived polymorphism in several branches of the MSY phylogeny (as observed in [fig. 4](#msu155-F4){ref-type="fig"}), or changing the derived state of a SNP in its ancestral state, as already suggested ([@msu155-B1]; [@msu155-B56]; [@msu155-B37]). The use of mutations occurring in gene-conversion prone regions may lead to an altered structure of the tree, obscuring signals from other phylogenetic markers. In this regard, it would be interesting to evaluate whether the high proportion (2.9%) of recurrent mutations reported in a recent high-coverage MSY resequencing study ([@msu155-B60]) may be due to gene conversion events. This emphasizes the importance of identifying and characterizing new ectopic gene conversion hotspots within MSY.

Mining the information contained in the dbSNP we also identified signals of Y-to-X gene conversion. In particular, at least five X-linked CERs seem to be active as X--Y gene conversion acceptor sequences. The absence of an unambiguous phylogeny for the X chromosome and the occurrence of recombination during female meiosis make it difficult to understand the evolutionary dynamics (tract lengths and conversion rate) for Y-to-X gene conversion events. Interestingly, with the exception of CER6, no correspondence between X- and Y-linked CERs involved in recent gene conversion was observed, indicating a possible difference between sex chromosomes in the occurrence of DSBs.

Using our approach, the lack of footprints of recent exchange within some of the CERs does not necessarily imply that gene conversion is not ongoing in these sequences. One of the effects of X--Y conversion is that nucleotide differences between paralogous sequences disappear, making it difficult to recognize gene conversion because we rely on the presence of X--Y GSVs to detect it. Therefore, it is possible that, with intraspecific diversity analysis, some X--Y gene conversion events (or entire hotspots) have gone undetected.

To sum up, our results revise and expand previous research on X--Y gene conversion ([@msu155-B45]; [@msu155-B14]; [@msu155-B56]) clearly indicating that productive recombination is still active on different portions of stratum 5 of the sex chromosomes, supporting the idea that the sequence landscape of MSY could be modulated by the transfer of genetic information from the X chromosome and vice versa.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Interspecies Data Analysis
--------------------------

An approximately 1-Mb human X-linked region (ChrX: 2699520--3689259), which corresponds to the youngest evolutionary stratum (stratum 5 sensu [@msu155-B44], which corresponds to stratum 9 following the criteria of [@msu155-B39]), was extracted from the X chromosome sequence reported in the February 2009 assembly of the UCSC Genome Browser (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/>, last accessed May 20, 2014). Afterwards, the whole region was divided into 5-kb windows (50% overlapping) to search for paralogous and orthologous regions in humans (GRCh37/hg19) and chimpanzees (CGSG 2.1.3), using the BLAT function of the UCSC genome browser.

The four-way alignment (X and Y chromosomes, both from humans and chimpanzees) was performed using the ClustalW2 software (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/clustalw2/>, last accessed May 20, 2014; [@msu155-B32]). A portion of the alignment was eliminated from further analysis if 1) one species showed a nonspecified sequence (i.e., a stretch of N), and/or 2) one species showed a larger gap than 100 bp (due to insertion/deletions difference among the four sequences). Variable sites within the alignment have been identified using the DNAsp ver. 4.50.1 software ([@msu155-B46]). A CER was defined as a region of the alignment with four or more C-sites per kb. The start and end of each CER were considered to be the nucleotide positions of the two outermost C-sites observed in that CER. For S-site and N-site counting, we arbitrarily chose to consider a deletion of more than 10 bp as a single site, which is generated by a single event. An approximately 150-bp deletion in the human X chromosome was considered for the alignment of CER14, due to the large number of C-sites within the alignment. The *P* value for the observed number of CERs was obtained using a random permutation test. More specifically, we randomized the distribution for the 266 observed C-sites within 456,564 bp of alignment (using the "randbetween" function of Microsoft Excel software), and counted the region with four or more C-sites/kb. This process was replicated 1,000 times, which produced the null distribution of CERs ([supplementary fig. S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online). We determined the *P* value of observing ≥19 CERs assuming that their null distribution follows a Poisson distribution.

The expected number of C-sites is given by the formula: where *L* is the length of the alignment (in bp) and *P*~0~ is the number of nucleotide substitutions per site between the orthologous sequences as indicated in [@msu155-B38]. The *P* values resulting from the test for gene conversion ([table 2](#msu155-T2){ref-type="table"}) were calculated according to [@msu155-B38], using the formula: in which *K* is the observed number of C-sites. The PC value ([@msu155-B28]) was calculated using the following equation: PC = nC/(nC + nN), where nC and nN are the numbers of type-C and type-N sites, respectively. Interspecific NJ trees and Split Decomposition networks were constructed using the SplitsTree program ([@msu155-B22]).

Identification of SNPs on the Human Y Chromosome
------------------------------------------------

We analyzed a total of 68 samples chosen from the collections of the authors. Human Y chromosomes to be sequenced were selected on the basis of their haplogroups, which had been determined in previous studies ([@msu155-B12], [@msu155-B13], [@msu155-B15]; [@msu155-B55]; [@msu155-B50]). Haplogroups to be analyzed were chosen in order to maximize the coverage of the Y phylogeny ([fig. 4](#msu155-F4){ref-type="fig"}). In most cases, DNA was prepared from fresh venous blood. The study was approved by the ethical committee of the "Policlinico Umberto I, Sapienza Università di Roma."

Overall, 16 kb from the stratum 5 of the human Y chromosome was sequenced. We designed PCR and sequence primers (available on request) for each CER on the basis of the Y-chromosome sequence reported in the February 2009 assembly of the UCSC Genome Browser using Primer3 software (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/>; <http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/primer3/>, last accessed May 20, 2014). Sequencing templates were obtained through PCR in a 50 µl reaction containing 50 ng of genomic DNA, 200 µM of each deoxyribonucleotide, 2.5 mM MgCl~2~, 1 unit of Taq polymerase, and 10 pmol of each primer. A touch-down PCR program was used with an annealing temperature decreasing from 62 to 55 °C over 14 cycles, followed by 30 cycles with an annealing temperature of 55 °C. Y-specificity of the PCR products was confirmed by using female genomic DNAs as a negative control. Following DNA amplification, PCR products were purified using the 715QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Cycle sequencing was performed using the BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit with Amplitaq DNA polymerase (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) and an internal or PCR primer. Cycle sequencing products were purified by ethanol precipitation and run on an ABI Prism 3730XL DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Chromatograms were aligned and analyzed for mutations using Sequencher 4.8 (Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI).

Identification of SNPs on the Human X Chromosome
------------------------------------------------

Human X-linked polymorphisms located within the CERs were extracted from the build 137 of dbSNP ([Supplementary table S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) online) using the table function of the UCSC genome browser. We only used polymorphisms with a minor allele frequency \>1%.

Intraspecies Data Analysis
--------------------------

Gene conversion between gametologs can have two effects: On the one hand, it can increase overall sequence similarity between them; on the other hand, when it involves GSVs, it can generate an excess of genetic diversity among allelic copies ([@msu155-B56]). This is because the gametologous base on the donor sequence will change the base on the acceptor chromosome ([@msu155-B45]; [@msu155-B56]) and a new Y (or X) chromosome SNP will be observed in the population. When gene conversion events between sex chromosomes have contributed to their variation, we expect to find an excess of SNPs at X--Y GSV sites, where the Y-linked derived allele is the same as the gametologous sequence on the X or vice versa. Critical points for the success of this analysis regard the correct inference about the direction of the mutation and the identification of an actual ancestral X or Y donor sequence.

The direction of the mutation for each Y-linked polymorphism was unambiguously determined by placing it in the context of the well-known intraspecific human Y chromosome phylogeny ([@msu155-B26], [@msu155-B50], [@msu155-B51]). In absence of an unambiguous human X chromosome phylogeny, the direction for mutations on this chromosome was inferred by using the orthologous position on the chimpanzee X chromosome. It should be noted that this inference may be affected by mutation occurring in the chimpanzee lineage, which may lead to the erroneous assignment of mutation direction ([@msu155-B10]).

The ancestral sequence for the human Y chromosome was determined by using Y chromosome phylogenetic information obtained in this study ([fig. 4](#msu155-F4){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the actual ancestral sequence for the X chromosome was obtained from the reference sequence (GRCh37/hg19) taking into account outgroup information in correspondence to polymorphic sites.

Comparing the ancestral X and Y sequences, a site was considered to be a GSV whenever a difference was found between them. We arbitrarily chose not to consider sequences of more than five nonaligning contiguous bases as an X--Y GSV. For each CER, the expected number of mutations falling in X--Y GSVs was calculated as the product of the total number of SNPs detected in this study and the proportion of GSVs observed in the same region. To evaluate whether the Y- or the X-linked SNPs were randomly distributed compared with X--Y GSV and non-GSV, we used a Fisher exact test on 2 × 2 contingency tables (variant sites/invariant sites vs. GSVs/non-GSVs). The null hypothesis is set assuming a random occurrence of mutations within the sequence relative to GSV sites. The test was also applied to each of the CERs showing SNPs occurring at GSV sites.

The rate of X-to-Y gene conversion was calculated using the equation of [@msu155-B14]: where *c* is the estimated rate of gene conversion per base per generation, *n* is the number of observed gene conversion events, *l~i~* is the length in bp of the *i*th gene conversion events, *L* is the length in bp of the CER under study, and *t* is the number of generations in the tree. To estimate the total time spanned by all branches in the tree (the \[*t*\] parameter in the previous equation), we used the equation of [@msu155-B43]: with the following parameters: We considered 47 as the total number of SNPs identified in the analyzed regions (considering only SNPs that were not due to X-to-Y gene conversion \[*S*~tot~\]), 2.5 as the average number of mutations on path from the root (*S*~h~), and 141,500 years as the time to the most recent common ancestor (*t*~h~) ([@msu155-B15]). The maximum and minimum gene conversion tracts were used to calculate the range of gene conversion rate. The number of generations was calculated using a generation time of 25 years. It is worth noting that the lack of an unambiguous phylogeny for the X chromosome implies that a conversion rate for the X chromosome cannot be estimated in the same way as for the Y.

Nucleotide diversity (π) and its standard deviation were calculated according to [@msu155-B36].
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======================

[Supplementary tables S1--S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) and [figures S1--S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu155/-/DC1) are available at *Molecular Biology and Evolution* online (<http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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[^1]: **Associate editor:** Hideki Innan

[^2]: ^a^Genomic position is according to GChR37/hg19 for *Homo sapiens* and CGSG 2.1.3 for *Pan troglodytes*.

[^3]: ^b^Number of base pairs of the four-way alignment.

[^4]: ^c^Number of singleton within the alignment. S~HY~, S-sites in the human Y chromosome; S~PY~, S-sites in the chimpanzee Y chromosome; S~HX~, S-sites in the human X chromosome; S~PX~, S-sites in the chimpanzee X chromosome.

[^5]: ^d^Non-CER portion of the four-way alignment representative of the stratum 5.

[^6]: ^a^Length (bp) of the four-way alignment.

[^7]: ^b^Shape of the NJ tree in newick format. Xp and Yp are X and Y chromosomes of *Pan troglodytes*, respectively; Xh and Yh are X and Y chromosomes of *Homo sapiens*, respectively; Xo and Xg indicate the X chromosome of *Pongo pygmaeus* and *Gorilla gorilla*, respectively.

[^8]: ^c^Evidence for gene conversion based on the tree shape analysis. Yes or no means the presence or absence of gene conversion in NJ-phylogenetic analyses, respectively.

[^9]: ^d^Evidence for gene conversion based on the Split Decomposition (SD) analysis. Yes or no means the presence or absence of a reticulation, respectively.

[^10]: ^e^Non-CER portion of the four-way alignment representative of the stratum 5.

[^11]: ^a^Position according to the February 2009 Y-chromosome reference sequence of the UCSC genome browser.

[^12]: ^b^Gametologous base on the X chromosome. NA, no X--Y alignment. The two X-SNPs have a MAF \< 1%.

[^13]: ^c^Haplogroup nomenclature by lineage and last mutation. Nomenclature according to [@msu155-B26] and [@msu155-B50].
